
BBooookk  RReevviieeww  TTeemmppllaattee  
Step by step instructions for book reviews to use until you master the form.   

INTRODUCTION: 1 PARAGRAPH 

• Hook Us: Grab us with a quote, description, shocking fact, challenging question, etc.. 

• Introduce the book by title, author, genre (and series, if any). 

• Summarize the book:  Tell the story in a few lines.  Don’t spoil the ending! 

• Hint at your conclusion: A review is no essay.  Don’t give away the end. 

DISCUSSION: 2 PARAGRAPHS (OR MORE) 

Talk about two or more “literary elements” in the book: Character, Plot, 

Setting, and/or Theme.  (One paragraph each).  If there are other important 

issues to discuss, they go here too! 

• Character ........................................ If there are interesting characters, talk about them! 

Discuss the traits, motives, emotions, desires, lessons learned – and how much you identify 

with the character. 

• Plot................................................................ If the book has an unusual plot, talk about it! 

Discuss suspense, the climax, believability (did it seem fake?), pace (did it move quickly?), 

surprises, twists, reversals? 

• Setting  ............................................................ If setting makes a difference, talk about it! 

Discuss how the setting adds excitement, shapes the story, shapes the characters, adds to 

your knowledge of the world, makes you think, or creates a new world. 

• Theme   If the book deals with life’s big issues (themes), tell us what the book says!  

(Does it have a message or moral about the theme?)  

Possible Themes:  friendship, fitting in, handling death, betrayal, love, addiction, family, 

vengeance, abuse, power, surviving, greed, fear, racism, courage, discovery, loneliness, 

finding yourself, hope, etc..  

EVALUATION: 1 PARAGRAPH 

• Evaluate the book, discussing good and bad points in a paragraph. 

CONCLUSION: 1 PARAGRAPH 

• Summarize your review so far to wrap it up. 

• Recommend the book (or don’t).  (Who would like it?  Who wouldn’t?  Who cares?) 


